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Abstract 

This paper highlights the Process Management in Mach Systems. The Mach operating system is designed to 

incorporate the many recent innovations in operating-system research to produce a fully functional, technically 

advanced system .It explains the basic structure of process in Mach Systems, the C Threads package, the CPU 

Scheduler and Exception Handling in Mach Systems. 
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1. Introduction to Mach 

The Mach operating system is designed to incorporate the many recent innovations in operating-system research to 

produce a fully functional, technically advanced system. Unlike UNIX, which was developed without regard for 

multiprocessing, Mach incorporates multiprocessing support throughout. Its multiprocessing support is also 

exceedingly flexible, ranging from shared memory systems to systems with no memory shared between processors. 

Mach is designed to run on computer systems ranging from one to thousands of processors. In addition, Mach is 

easily ported to many varied computer architectures. A key goal of Mach is to be a distributed system capable of 

functioning on heterogeneous hardware. Although many experimental operating systems are being designed, built, 

and used, Mach is better able to satisfy the needs of the masses than the others are because it offers full 

compatibility with UNIX 4.3BSD. As such, it provides a unique opportunity for us to compare two functionally 

similar, but internally dissimilar, operating systems. The order and contents of the presentation of Mach is different 

from that of UNIX to reflect the differing emphasis of the two systems. There is no section on the user interface, 

because that component is similar in 4.3BSD when running the BSD server. As we shall see, Mach provides the 

ability to layer emulation of other operating systems as well, and they can even run concurrently. 

 

2. Process Management 

A task can be thought of as a traditional process that does not have an instruction pointer or a register set. A task 

contains a virtual address space, a set of port rights, and accounting information. A task is a passive entity that does 

nothing unless it has one or more threads executing in it. 

2.1 Basic Structure 

A task containing one thread is similar to a UNIX process. Just as a fork system call produces a new UNIX process, 

Mach creates a new task to emulate this behavior. The new task’s memory is a duplicate of the parent’s address 
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space, as dictated by the inheritance attributes of the parent’s memory. The new task contains one thread, which is 

started at the same point as the creating fork call in the parent. Threads and tasks may also be suspended and 

resumed. 

 Threads are especially useful in server applications, which are common in UNIX, since one task can have multiple 

threads to service multiple requests to the task. They also allow efficient use of parallel computing resources. Rather 

than having one process on each processor (with the corresponding performance penalty and operating-system 

overhead), a task may have its threads spread among parallel processors. Threads also add efficiency to user- level 

programs. For instance, in UNIX, an entire process must wait when a page fault occurs, or when a system call is 

executed. In a task with multiple threads, only the thread that causes the page fault or executes a system call is 

delayed; all other threads continue executing. Because Mach has kernel- supported threads , the threads have some 

cost associated with them. They must have supporting data structures in the kernel, and more complex kernel-

scheduling algorithms must be provided.  

 At the user level, threads may be in one of two states.  

• Running: The thread is either executing or waiting to be allocated a processor. A thread is considered to be running 

even if it is blocked within the kernel (waiting for a page fault to be satisfied, for instance).  

• Suspended: The thread is neither executing on a processor nor waiting to be allocated a processor. A thread can 

resume its execution only if it is returned to the running state. 

These two states are also associated with a task. An operation on a task affects all threads in a task, so suspending a 

task involves suspending all the threads in it. Task and thread suspensions are separate, independent mechanisms, 

however, so resuming a thread in a suspended task does not resume the task. Mach provides primitives from which 

thread-synchronization tools can be built. This primitives provision is consistent with Mach’s philosophy of Process 

Management providing minimum yet sufficient functionality in the kernel. The Mach IPC facility can be used for 

synchronization, with processes exchanging messages at rendezvous points. Thread-level synchronization is 

provided by calls to start and stop threads at appropriate times. A suspend count is kept for each thread. This count 

allows multiple suspend calls to be executed on a thread, and only when an equal number of resume calls occur is 

the thread resumed. Unfortunately, this feature has its own limitation. Because it is an error for a start call to be 

executed before a stop call (the suspend count would become negative), these routines cannot be used to 

synchronize shared data access. However, wait and signal operations associated with semaphores, and used for 

synchronization, can be implemented via the IPC calls. 

 

3. The C Threads Package 

Mach provides low-level but flexible routines instead of polished, large, and more restrictive functions. Rather than 

making programmers work at this low level, Mach provides many higher-level interfaces for programming in C and 

other languages. For instance, the C Threads package provides multiple threads of control shared variables, mutual 

exclusion for critical sections, and condition variables for synchronization. In fact, C Threads is one of the major 

influences of the POSIX P Threads standard, which many operating systems are being modified to support. As a 

result there are strong similarities between the C Threads and P Threads programming interfaces. The thread-control 

routines include calls to perform these tasks:  

• Create a new thread within a task, given a function to execute and parameters as input. The thread then executes 

concurrently with the creating thread, which receives a thread identifier when the call returns. 

 • Destroy the calling thread, and return a value to the creating thread. 
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 • Wait for a specific thread to terminate before allowing the calling thread to continue. This call is a synchronization 

tool, much like the UNIX wait system calls.  

• Yield use of a processor, signaling that the scheduler may run another thread at this point. This call is also useful in 

the presence of a preemptive scheduler, as it can be used to relinquish the CPU voluntarily before the time quantum 

(scheduling interval) expires if a thread has no use for the CPU. 

Mutual exclusion is achieved through the use of spinlocks. The routines associated with mutual exclusion are these: 

 • The routine mutex alloc dynamically creates a mutex variable.  

• The routine mutex free deallocates a dynamically created mutex variable. 

• The routine mutex lock locks a mutex variable. The executing thread loops in a spinlock until the lock is attained. 

A deadlock results if a thread with a lock tries to lock the same mutex variable. Bounded waiting is not guaranteed 

by the C Threads package. Rather, it is dependent on the hardware instructions used to implement the mutex 

routines.  

• The routine mutex unlock unlocks a mutex variable, much like the typical signal operation of a semaphore. 

General synchronization without busy waiting can be achieved through the use of condition variables, which can be 

used to implement a condition critical region or a monitor. A condition variable is associated with a mutex variable, 

and reflects a Boolean state of that variable. The routines associated with general synchronization are these:  

• The routine condition alloc dynamically allocates a condition variable.  

• The routine condition free deletes a dynamically created condition variable allocated as result of condition alloc. 

 • The routine condition wait unlocks the associated mutex variable, and blocks the thread until a condition signal is 

executed on the condition variable, indicating that the event being waited for may have occurred. The mutex 

variable is then locked, and the thread continues. A condition signal does not guarantee that the condition still holds 

when the unblocked thread finally returns from its condition wait call, so the awakened thread must loop, executing 

the condition wait routine until it is unblocked and the condition holds. 

The producer and consumer are represented as threads that access the common bounded-buffer pool. We use a 

mutex variable to protect the buffer while it is being updated. Once we have exclusive access to the buffer, we use 

condition variables to block the producer thread if the buffer is full, and to block the consumer thread if the buffer is 

empty. Although this program normally would be written in the C language on a Mach system, we shall use the 

familiar Pascal-like syntax of previous chapters for clarity. We assume that the buffer consists of n slots, each 

capable of holding one item. The mutex semaphore provides mutual exclusion for accesses to the buffer pool and is 

initialized to the value 1. The empty and full semaphores count the number of empty and full buffers, respectively. 

The semaphore empty is initialized to the value n; the semaphore full is initialized to the value 0. The condition 

variable nonempty is true while the buffer has items in it, and non full is true if the buffer has an empty slot. 

 The first step includes the allocation of the mutex and condition variables: 

mutex alloc(mutex); condition alloc(nonempty, nonfull); 

repeat 

...  

produce an item into nextp  
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...  

mutex lock(mutex); 

 while(full) 

 condition wait(nonfull, mutex);  

...  

add nextp to buffer  

...  

condition signal(nonempty);  

mutex unlock(mutex);  

until false; 

Fig : The structure of the producer process. 

The code for the producer thread is shown in Figure B.3; the code for the consumer thread is shown in Figure B.4. 

When the program terminates, the mutex and condition variables need to be deallocated: 

mutex free(mutex); condition free(nonempty, nonfull); 

 

4. The CPU Scheduler 

The CPU scheduler for a thread-based multiprocessor operating system is more complex than are its process-based 

relatives. There are generally more threads in a multithreaded system than there are processes in a multitasking 

system. Keeping track of multiple processors is also difficult, and is a relatively new area 

repeat  

mutex lock(mutex); 

 while(empty)  

condition wait(nonempty, mutex); 

... 

 remove an item from the buffer to nextc 

 ...  

condition signal(nonfull); 

 mutex unlock(mutex); 

 ...  
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consume the item in nextc 

 ... 

 until false; 

Fig: The structure of the consumer process. 

of research. Mach uses a simple policy to keep the scheduler manageable. Only threads are scheduled, so no 

knowledge of tasks is needed in the scheduler. All threads compete equally for resources, including time quanta.  

Each thread has an associated priority number ranging from 0 through 127, which is based on the exponential 

average of its usage of the CPU. That is, a thread that recently used the CPU for a large amount of time has the 

lowest priority. Mach uses the priority to place the thread in one of 32 global run queues. These queues are searched 

in priority order for waiting threads when a processor becomes idle. Mach also keeps per-processor, or local, run 

queues. A local run queue is used for threads that are bound to an individual processor. For instance, a device driver 

for a device connected to an individual CPU must run on only that CPU.  

Instead of there being a central dispatcher that assigns threads to pro- cessors, each processor consults the local and 

global run queues to select the appropriate next thread to run. Threads in the local run queue have absolute priority 

over those in the global queues, because it is assumed that they are performing some chore for the kernel. The run 

queues (like most other objects in Mach) are locked when they are modified to avoid simultaneous changes by 

multiple processors. To speed dispatching of threads on the global run queue, Mach maintains a list of idle 

processors.  

Additional scheduling difficulties arise from the multiprocessor nature of Mach. A fixed time quantum is not 

appropriate because there may be fewer runnable threads than there are available processors, for instance. It would 

be wasteful to interrupt a thread with a context switch to the kernel when that thread’s quantum runs out, only to 

have the thread be placed right back in the running state. Thus, instead of using a fixed-length quantum, Mach varies 

the size of the time quantum inversely with the total number of threads in the system. It keeps the time quantum over 

the entire system constant, however. For example, in a system with 10 processors, 11 threads, and a 100-millisecond 

quantum, a context switch needs to occur on each processor only once per second to maintain the desired quantum.  

Of course, there are still complications to be considered. Even relinquishing the CPU while waiting for a resource is 

more difficult than it is on traditional operating systems. First, a call must be issued by a thread to alert the scheduler 

that the thread is about to block. This alert avoids race conditions and dead- locks, which could occur when the 

execution takes place in a multiprocessor environment. A second call actually causes the thread to be moved off the 

run queue until the appropriate event occurs. There are many other internal thread states that are used by the 

scheduler to control thread execution. 

5. Exception Handling 

Mach was designed to provide a single, simple, consistent exception-handling system, with support for standard as 

well as user-defined exceptions. To avoid redundancy in the kernel, Mach uses kernel primitives whenever possible. 

For instance, an exception handler is just another thread in the task in which the exception occurs. Remote procedure 

call (RPC) messages are used to synchronize the execution of the thread causing the exception (the “victim”) and 

that of the handler, and to communicate information about the exception between the victim and handler. Mach 

exceptions are also used to emulate the BSD signal package. 

Disruptions to normal program execution come in two varieties: internally generated exceptions and external 

interrupts. Interrupts are asynchronously generated disruptions of a thread or task, whereas exceptions are caused by 
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the occurrence of unusual conditions during a thread’s execution. Mach’s general- purpose exception facility is used 

for error detection and debugger support. This facility is also useful for other reasons, such as taking a core dump of 

a bad task, allowing tasks to handle their own errors (mostly arithmetic), and emulating instructions not 

implemented in hardware. 

 Mach supports two different granularities of exception handling. Error handling is supported by per-thread 

exception handling, whereas debuggers use per-task handling. It makeslittle sense to try to debug only onethread, 

orto have exceptions from multiple threads invoke multiple debuggers. Aside from this distinction, the only other 

difference between the two types of exceptions lies in their inheritance from a parent task. Taskwide exception-

handling facilities are passed from the parent to child tasks, so debuggers are able to manipulate an entire tree of 

tasks. Error handlers are not inherited, and default to no handler at thread- and task-creation time. Finally, error 

handlers take precedence over debuggers if the exceptions occur simultaneously. The reason for this approach is that 

error handlers are normally part of the task, and therefore should execute normally even in the presence of a 

debugger. Exception handling proceeds as follows: 

• The victim thread causes notification of an exception’s occurrence via a raise RPC message being sent to the 

handler.  

• The victim then calls a routine to wait until the exception is handled. 

 • The handler receives notification of the exception, usually including information about the exception, the thread, 

and the task causing the exception. 

 • The handler performs its function according to the type of exception. The handler’s action involves clearing the 

exception, causing the victim to resume, or terminating the victim thread. 

To support the execution of BSD programs, Mach needs to support BSD- style signals. Signals provide software 

generated interrupts and exceptions. Unfortunately, signals are of limited functionality in multithreaded operating 

systems. The first problem is that, in UNIX, a signal’s handler must be a routine in the process receiving the signal. 

If the signal is caused by a problem in the process itself (for example, a division by zero), the problem cannot be 

remedied, because a process has limited access to its own context. A second, more troublesome aspect of signals is 

that they were designed for only single- threaded programs. For instance, it makes no sense for all threads in a task 

to get a signal, but how can a signal be seen by only one thread?  

Because the signal system must work correctly with multithreaded applications for Mach to run 4.3BSD programs, 

signals could not be abandoned. Producing a functionally correct signal package required several rewrites of the 

code, however! A final problem with UNIX signals is that they can be lost. This loss occurs when another signal of 

the same type occurs before the first is handled. Mach exceptions are queued as a result of their RPC 

implementation.  

Externally generated signals, including those sent from one BSD process to another, are processed by the BSD 

server section of the Mach 2.5 kernel. Their behavior is therefore the same as it is under BSD. Hardware exceptions 

are a different matter, because BSD programs expect to receive hardware exceptions as signals. Therefore, a 

hardware exception caused by a thread must arrive at the thread as a signal. So that this result is produced, hardware 

exceptions are converted to exception RPCs. For tasks and threads that do not make explicit use of the Mach 

exception-handling facility, the destination of this RPC defaults to an in-kernel task. This task has only one purpose: 

Its thread runs in a continuous loop, receiving these exception RPCs. For each RPC, it converts the exception into 

the appropriate signal, which is sent to the thread that caused the hardware exception. It then completes the RPC, 

clearing the original exception condition. With the completion of the RPC, the initiating thread re-enters the run 

state. It immediately sees the signal and executes its signal-handling code. In this manner, all hardware exceptions 

begin in a uniform way—as exceptions RPCs. Threads not designed to handle such exceptions, however, receive the 
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exceptions as they would on a standard BSD system—as signals. In Mach 3.0, the signal-handling code is moved 

entirely into a server, but the overall structure and flow of control is similar to those of Mach 2.5. 

 

6. Conclusion 

The Mach operating system is designed to incorporate the many recent innovations in operating-system research to 

produce a fully functional, technically advanced system. This paper details the structure and importance of Process 

Management and its implementation in Mach systems. Various functions of Process management covered in this 

paper include C Threads Package, CPU Scheduler and Exception Handling.   
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